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Chapter 3

Concurrent Determination of Connected
Components

Abstract

The design is described of a parallel version of Tarjan’s algorithm for the determination
of equivalence classes in graphs that represent images. Distribution of the vertices of the
graph over a number of processes leads to a message passing algorithm. The algorithm is
mapped to a shared-memory architecture by means of POSIX threads. It is applied to the de-
termination of connected components in image processing. Experiments show a satisfactory
speedup for sufficiently large images.

3.1 Introduction

In many image processing applications, one of the first steps is to compute the connected compo-
nents of the image. For this purpose one usually takes the simple breadth first scanning algorithm,
which stems from the corresponding problem in graph theory. This algorithm has the disadvan-
tages that it requires a FIFO-queue the size of which is a priori unknown, and that it is hard to
parallelize. The number of pixels involved is often large, say more than a million, and for real-
time applications often several images must be processed per second. It is therefore important to
have an efficient parallel algorithm for this task. This is confirmed by the fact that there are many
articles on parallel image component labelling. Most of these articles aim at distributed memory
architectures, e.g., cf. [2,22,36].

Two classical sequential algorithms that explicitly use the fact that the graph is an image,
are given in [48, 82]. The main drawback of these algorithms is the use of a large equivalence
table. Inspired by these two algorithms and Tarjan’s disjoint set algorithm, [89], we here present
an algorithm that does not need such a large table, and that can elegantly be parallelized. The
sequential algorithm on itself is not new ( [32]), but as far as we know there does not exist a
parallel implementation of this algorithm, which is the main focus of this chapter. The algorithm
can be implemented on distributed as well as shared memory machines.

The algorithm determines a directed spanning forest for an undirected graph by placing links
that are not necessarily along the edges of the graph. It is meant for large graphs, the nodes
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of which are distributed over a relatively small number of processes, preferably in such a way
that most of the edges belong to only one process. In this respect, the situation differs from
settings as investigated in [49, 91], where the processes are in one-to-one correspondence with
the nodes. Indeed, a typical setting for our algorithm could be a medical application used by
medical specialists to analyse 3-D CT-volumes or MRI-volumes. In that case, the graph may
have in the order of 108 points and the computation can be distributed over, say, four up to
sixteen processors.

Although we are especially interested in the application to images, we present the algorithm
for general undirected graphs. The design goes through four stages. We first give a version of
Tarjan’s sequential algorithm, then distribute this over several processes with message passing.
This design is then mapped to a shared memory architecture by means of mutual exclusion and
synchronization. Finally, the mutual exclusion and synchronization are implemented by means
of POSIX thread primitives.

The resulting algorithm is a concurrent one in which the amount of communication is decided
at runtime. Such algorithms are very error prone. Our presentation may seem to focus on logic,
but that is not the case. Since we want a working algorithm, our focus is on correctness, i.e.,
preservation of invariants, avoidance of deadlock, and guarantee of progress. Logical formulae
are the only way to unambiguously express the properties needed.

Since we want to avoid unnecessary communication, we use no path compression beyond the
parts of the graph under control of a single process. If the vertices of the graph are distributed
randomly over the processes, this leads to bad worst case performance (i.e. quadratic in the
lengths of the paths). In practice, however, there is often a natural way to distribute the nodes
over the processes such that most edges adjacent to a node belong to only one process. In that
case, the performance of the algorithm is quite good.

We finally describe the application to the determination of connected components in images.
Since images are usually more or less constant locally, we sketch an optimization that can reduce
the number of communications needed significantly. The results show that the algorithm makes
distribution quite effective.

Overview. In Section 3.2 we give the abstract problem and develop a sequential solution.
In Section 3.3, the algorithm is distributed over several processes in an asynchronous way. In
Section 3.4, we specialize to a shared memory architecture in bounded space with atomicity
brackets andawait statements. In Section 3.5, these constructs are implemented by means of
POSIX thread primitives. Section 3.6 describes the finalization of the algorithm. Section 3.7
contains the application to image processing. We draw conclusions in Section 3.8.

3.2 The problem and a sequential solution

In the image processing context, points of an image are regarded as directly connected if they
are neighbours and have (nearly) the same colour or grey-value. The problem is to determine the
connected components of the image. Since images contain many points, and since one may want
to process many subsequent images in real time, there is reason to consider distributed solutions.
Graph theory is the proper abstract setting for any discussion of connected components.
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We therefore let the image be represented by an undirected graph. The aim is to determine
its connected components by means of a distributed algorithm. Our first step is the design of a
sequential algorithm, which is a variation of Tarjan’s algorithm, cf. [89], chapter 2, [94] 12.3.

Let (V,E) be an undirected graph. We regardE as a (symmetric binary) relation. The con-
nected components of the graph are the equivalence classes of the reflexive transitive closureE∗

of E. The idea is to represent the components by rooted trees by means of an array variable

par : array V of V ,

which stands for “parent”. We define functionroot : V→V by

root(n) = if par [n] = n then n else root(par [n]) fi .

SinceV is finite, functionroot is well-defined if and only if the directed graph induced by the
arrows ofpar has no cycles of length> 1. We want to establish the postcondition that function
root is well-defined and satisfies

Q : (∀m,n :: (m,n) ∈ E∗ ≡ root(m) = root(n)) .

In order to establishQ, we introduce the equivalence relationCon given by

(m,n) ∈ Con ≡ root(m) = root(n) .

Now Q is equivalent toE∗ = Con.
We assume that the initialization establishespar [n] = n for all n∈V. Then functionroot is

well-defined and relationCon is equal to the identity. We shall modify arraypar in such a way
that functionroot remains well-defined and that relationCon is only extended. We therefore
only modifypar by assignments of the formpar [x] := y under one of the preconditions

P0(x,y) : (∃ k : k≥ 1 : par k[x] = y) ,
P1(x,y) : par [x] = x ∧ root(y) 6= x .

Here,par k[x] is obtained byk subsequent applications ofpar on indexx. In the case ofP0(x,y),
nodey is an ancestor ofx and the assignmentpar [x] := y does not modify relationCon. Such
an assignment is calledpath compression, cf. [1]. In case ofP1(x,y), nodex is a root and not an
ancestor ofy. Sincey becomes the parent ofx, relationCon is strictly extended.

We now come to the edge relationE of the graph. Since we do not want to store every
unordered pair twice, we assume that relationE is represented by a setedlis of pairs of nodes
via the initial relationE = sym(edlis) where functionsym is defined by

(m,n) ∈ sym(R) ≡ (m,n) ∈ R ∨ (n,m) ∈ R .

We takeedlis to be a program variable and introduce the loop invariant

J0 : E∗ = (Con ∪ sym(edlis))∗ .
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PredicateJ0 holds initially, since thensym(edlis) = E andCon is the identity. Ifedlis is empty,
J0 implies predicateQ sinceCon is an equivalence relation. We therefore takeedlis 6= empty as
the guard of the loop.

Now the abstract sequential algorithm is

A: while edlis 6= empty do
fetch (u,v) from edlis ;
Extend

od ,

where commandExtend has to restore predicateJ0 if it is falsified by the removal of(u,v) from
edlis. Restoration can be done by placing apar pointer between the components ofu andv. We
therefore search for elementsx, y, connected tou andv, that satisfyP1(x,y). We thus introduce
the predicate

JE : (u,x),(v,y) ∈ Con ∨ (u,y),(v,x) ∈ Con ,

and describeExtend by

Extend : if (u,v) /∈ Con then
choose x,y with P1(x,y) ∧ JE ;
par [x] := y

fi .

It is easy to see that in this wayJ0 is preserved and that, consequently, algorithm A is correct.
So it remains to implementExtend . Since relationCon is not directly available, we implement
Extend by means of a loop withJE as invariant. SinceCon is an equivalence relation,JE ∧ x= y
implies(u,v) ∈ Con. We can therefore refineExtend as follows.

Extend : x := u ; y := v {JE} ;
while x 6= y ∧ ¬P1(x,y) do

modify x,y while preserving JE
od ;
if x 6= y then par [x] := y fi .

For the ease of distributed verification of the inequalityroot(y) 6= x in P1(x,y), we assume that
the setV has a total order≤ and introduce the additional invariant (compare [94] p. 261):

J1 : par [n]≤ n .

Here and henceforth, we use the convention that all invariants are universally quantified over the
free variables they contain (heren).

We now decide that the loop inExtend preserves the invariantJE ∧ x≥ y. We therefore
assume that the pairs inedlis are ordered by

J2 : (m,n) ∈ edlis ⇒ m> n .
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In the body, we replacex by par [x] and, if necessary, restorex≥ y by swapping. Now the guard
of the loop can be simplified sinceJ1 ∧ x≥ y implies

P1(x,y) ≡ par [x] = x ∧ x 6= y .

It follows that

x 6= y ∧ ¬P1(x,y) ≡ x 6= y ∧ par [x] 6= x,

and thus we obtain

Extend : x := u ; y := v ;
while x 6= y ∧ par [x] 6= x do

x := par [x] ;
if x < y then x,y := y,x fi

od ;
if x 6= y then par [x] := y fi .

SinceV is finite, it is easy to see that the loop terminates.
The efficiency of algorithm A can be improved considerably by path compression, i.e., by

extending the finalthen branch ofExtend with assignmentspar [z] := y for all nodesz on the
par paths ofu andv. This optimization preserves all invariants. A simple version of it only adds
par [u] := y andpar [v] := y. In our application this seems to be just as effective.

3.3 Distribution

In this section, we distribute algorithm A over a system of sequential processes that communicate
by message passing. We use the following convention with respect to private variables. Ifx is a
private variable of processp, we refer to it asx in the code and asx.p if p is not obvious from
the context. LetProcess be the set of processes. We assume that the setV is distributed over the
processes by means of a functionowner : V→ Process. We assume that processp is allowed to
inspect and modifypar [x] if and only if p = owner(x).

We assume thatedlis is distributed over the processes as well. So, each processp has its own
setedlis(p) and we regardedlis as an alias for the union of the setsedlis(p). We introduce the
invariant

J3 : (m,n) ∈ edlis(q) ⇒ owner(m) = q .

Since the loop inExtend can only be executed by processp as long asowner(x) = p, we intro-
duce the local search command

Search : x := u ; y := v ;
while owner(x) = self ∧ x 6= y ∧ par [x] 6= x do

x := par [x] ;
if x < y then x,y := y,x fi

od ,
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whereself stands for the executing process. Since the guards are evaluated from left to right,
par [x] is not inspected ifowner(x) 6= self . Execution ofSearch establishes the postcondition

owner(x) 6= self ∨ x = y ∨ par [x] = x .

It is now clear that each process should repeatedly execute

fetch (u,v) from edlis(self) ;
Search ;
if x 6= y then

if owner(x) = self then par [x] := y
else put (x,y) into edlis(owner(x)) fi

fi .

This program fragment preservesJ0∧J1∧J2∧J3, i.e., indeed,J0, J1, J2, J3 are invariants. It
terminates for the same reason as in the case of the sequential algorithm.

In this way, the setsedlis(p) become buffers with one consumer and many producers. Process
p fetches elements fromedlis(p) and other processes may put elements into it. These actions
therefore require communication: the last line of this fragment can be read as “send(x,y) to the
process that ownsx”.

Since communication is expensive in performance, we partition the setedlis(p) into two
partsedlis0(p) andedlis1(p), and assume the invariantedlis(p) = edlis0(p)∪ edlis1(p) with
initially

edlis0(p) = {(u,v) ∈ edlis(p) |owner(v) = p} ;
edlis1(p) = {(u,v) ∈ edlis(p) |owner(v) 6= p} .

We can therefore treatedlis0(p) in an initial program fragment A0, obtained from A by substi-
tuting edlis0(p) for edlis.

A0: while edlis0(self) 6= empty do
fetch (u,v) from edlis0(self) ;
Extend

od ,

Since initiallypar [z] = z for all z, fragment A0 preserves the invariant thatowner(par [z]) = p
for all z with owner(z) = p.

During the treatment ofedlis1(p), processp must be able to put elements intoedlis1(q)
whereq is some process withq 6= p. As a consequence, processp must not stop when its set
edlis1(p) is empty since other processes may insert new elements inedlis1(p). We declare for
each process a private variablecontinue to indicate that new pairs yet may arrive.

A1: while continue do
fetch (u,v) from edlis1(self) ;
Search ;
if x 6= y then
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if owner(x) = self then par [x] := y
elseput (x,y) into edlis1(owner(x)) fi

fi
od .

The program for processp now becomes the composition of the two parts A0 and A1. Part A0
needs no further refinement. Part A1 primarily requires termination detection: how to give the
boolean variablescontinue the adequate values?

We assume that processp starts up with initial values foredlis0(p) andedlis1(p). The size of
the union of the setsedlis1(p) only shrinks. Every process can terminate when all setsedlis(p)
are empty and each process has finished its local computation, but not earlier. To keep track of
the edges that have yet to be treated, we attach a unique tokent to each edge(u,v) in edlis1(p).
This token serves to indicate the originator of the pair(u,v) for the sake of termination detection.
It is sent unmodified with the changing edge(u,v) as a messageedge(u,v, t). When no triple is
sent, the tokent is destroyed.

Each token shall belong to the process that creates it. We represent the assignment of tokens
to processes by a functionorigin : Token→ Process. Each process gets a private integer variable
ctok to count its number of outstanding tokens. Whenever a token is destroyed, a messagedown
is sent to its origin. A process decrementsctok when it receives a messagedown. We thus
have the invariant thatctok of processq is the number of messagesedge(u,v, t) in transit with
origin(t) = q plus the number ofdown messages in transit toq. This can be expressed by

J4 : ctok .q = #{edge(u,v, t) |origin(t) = q}+ transit(down,q) ,

where we usetransit(m,q) to denote the number of messagesm in transit toq, and #A to denote
the number of elements of the setA.

We introduce a messagestop to signal termination. Indeed, when all tokens of all processes
have been destroyed, all buffers are empty and every process may terminate.

In order to decide that all tokens of all processes have been destroyed, we introduce a global
countergc for the number of processes that are initializing or havectok > 0. We give one
process, sayadm, the additional task to administrate the value ofgc , which initially equals
#Process. A process that reachesctok = 0, sends agcdown message toadm. We postulate the
invariant thatgc equals the number of processesq with ctok .q > 0 plus the number ofgcdown
messages in transit, i.e.

J5 : gc = #{q|ctok .q > 0}+ transit(gcdown,adm) .

When processadm receives the messagegcdown it decrementsgc and, ifgc becomes 0, it sends
messagesstop to all processes, as expressed in commandGcDown:

GcDown: gc := gc −1 ;
if gc = 0 then

for all q∈ Process do sendstop to q od
fi .

A process that receivesstop, setscontinue to false. This leads to the invariants
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J6 : continue.q ≡ gc > 0 ∨ transit(stop,q) > 0 ;
J7 : transit(stop,q) > 0 ⇒ gc = 0 .

Fragment A1 is now replaced by

A1: Init1 ;
while continue do

in edge(u,v, t) →
Search ;
if x 6= y ∧ owner(x) 6= self then

sendedge(x,y, t) to owner(x)
else

if x 6= y then par [x] := y fi ;
senddown to origin(t) ;

fi
[] down →

ctok := ctok −1 ;
if ctok = 0 then sendgcdown to adm fi

[] gcdown → GcDown
[] stop → continue := false
ni

od .

The auxiliary commandInit1 is treated below. The rest of A1 is a repetition that consists of
reception and treatment of messages. For this purpose, we use a variation of thein...ni construct
of the language SR of [4]. It involves waiting for the next message to arrive, the choice according
to the arriving message, and it introduces formal parameters for the arguments of the message, if
any. Note that this code implies that a process may send asynchronous messages to itself. Such
messages can easily be eliminated. We have not done so for the sake of uniformity.

After the treatment ofedge(u,v, t), the process may perform path compression along the two
paths it has investigated in its own part of the graph. In view of the communication overhead, we
decided not to consider more extensive forms of path compression.

For the sake of uniformity, the initialization of A1 translates the edges inedlis1 into edge
messages from the process to itself. A1 is thus initialized by

Init1 : ctok := 0 ;
continue := true ;
for all (x,y) ∈ edlis1(self) do

create a token t with origin(t) = self ;
ctok := ctok +1 ;
sendedge(x,y, t) to self

od ;
if ctok = 0 then send gcdown to adm fi .
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In order to verify the invariants, we first need to describe the execution model. Processes
are concurrently allowed to receive and execute messages. Since the effect of execution of a
message only depends on the message and the precondition of the accepting process, we may
(for the sake of the correctness proof) assume that the messages are accepted by the processes
in some linear order and that a message is accepted only when the command associated to the
previous message has been executed completely by the previous accepting process. In other
words, in our model, the acceptance of a message includes atomic execution of the associated
command. The invariants are predicates that are supposed to hold before and after each complete
acceptance of a message.

It is now straightforward to verify the invariantsJ4, J5, J6, andJ7. Indeed, each of these
predicates holds when all processes have completedInit1 . Acceptance of a messageedge leads
to re-sending of a messageedge or down. Therefore,J4 is preserved. Acceptance ofdown by
processp preservesJ4 sincectok .p is decremented. It also preservesJ5, sincegcdown is sent if
ctok .p reaches 0. Acceptance ofgcdown by processadm preservesJ5 sincegc is decremented.
It also preservesJ6 andJ7 sincestop is sent if and only ifgc reaches 0. Acceptance ofstop by
processp preservesJ6 sincecontinue.p is set to false andJ7 impliesgc = 0.

It follows from J4∧J5 that, while there are edges to be processed, we havegc > 0, so thatJ6
implies that all processes have not yet terminated. On the other hand, when there are no messages
in transit, thenJ4∧ J5 implies thatgc = 0, so thatJ6 implies¬continue.q for all processesq.
So, then, all processes have terminated.

3.4 Bounded shared memory

We now assume that the processes communicate by means of shared memory, and that the size
of this memory is bounded. We use the convention that shared variables are in typewriter font.
In this section we specify the requirement on atomicity and synchronization by means of atom-
icity brackets andawait statements. The next section is devoted to the implementation of these
constructs by means of the POSIX thread primitives.

We eliminate the messagesedge, down andstop, and replace them by proceduresPutEdge,
Down, andStop. The edge triples that are to be communicated between the processes will be
placed somewhere in the shared memory. Each process is equipped with a private list of such
triples and has a private variablehead0 that serves as the head of this list. The private list is
empty iff head0 = nil . ProcedureGetEdge fetches a triple from the private list.

We introduce a procedureAwaitEdge, the postcondition of which implies thathead0 6= nil
or Stop has been called. Then program fragment A1 is replaced by

A2: Init2 () ;
loop

AwaitEdge () ;
if head0 = nil then exitloop fi ;
GetEdge (u,v, t) ;
Search ;
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if x 6= y ∧ owner(x) 6= self then
PutEdge (owner(x),x,y, t)

else
if x 6= y then par [x] := y fi ;
Down (origin(t))

fi
endloop.

In order to replace the messagesdown by a procedureDown, we replace the private variables
ctok by a shared variable

ctok : array Process of Integer ,

and we define

procedure Down (q : Process) =
var b : Boolean ;
〈 ctok [q] := ctok [q]−1 ; b := (ctok [q] = 0) 〉 ;
if b then GcDown () fi

end .

Here, atomicity brackets〈 〉 are used to specify that the command enclosed by them shall be
executed without interference. NowGcDown is a procedure given by

procedure GcDown () =
var b : Boolean ;
〈 gc := gc −1 ; b := (gc = 0) 〉 ;
if b then Stop () fi

end .

We replace the private variablescontinue by a shared array

cntu : array Process of Boolean ;

with initially cntu [q] = true for all processesq. We then define procedureStop by

procedure Stop () =
for all q∈ Process do 〈 cntu [q] := false 〉 od

end .

Note that, in this way, the special processadm is eliminated.

Remark. One could of course replace the arraycntu by a single boolean variable. This would
cause memory contention, however, when many processes try to access it concurrently. We
therefore prefer to use an array.�
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We finally come to the central problem of a shared data structure where the processes can
deposit the edges destined for other processes. For this purpose, we assume that there is a con-
stantM such that #edlis1(p)≤M for all processesp. Let N be the number of processes. It then
follows that we need at mostN ∗M tokens. We thus define the typeToken = [0 . .N ∗M−1]
and use this type as the index set for the messages. We decide to store the triple(x,y, t) always
at indext by means of the shared variable

pair : array Token of V×V .

The message buffers are constructed as lists of pairs. For this purpose, we introduce a value
nil /∈ Token to designate the empty list and declare the shared variables

next : array Token of Token ∪{nil} ;
head : array Process of Token ∪{nil} ;

with initially head [q] = nil for all q. We usehead [q] as the head of the list for processq where
other processes can write. Now procedurePutEdge is given by

procedure PutEdge (q : Process ; x,y : V; t : Token) =
pair [t] := (x,y) ;
〈 next [t] := head [q] ;

head [q] := t 〉
end .

Reading and writing ofhead [q] must be done under mutual exclusion. The assignment to
pair [t] is not threatened by interference, however, since we preserve the invariant that there
is always at most one process that holds tokent.

Recall that every process also has a private variablehead0 as the head of a private list of
tokens. A process fetches an element from its private list by the simple procedure

procedure GetEdge (var x,y : V; var t : Token) =
t := head0 ;
head0 := next [t] ;
(x,y) := pair [t]

end .

In procedureAwaitEdge, the two lists of a process are swapped whenever the private list is empty
and the public one is not:

procedure AwaitEdge () =
if head0 = nil then
〈 await head [self ] 6= nil ∨ ¬cntu [self ] then

head0 := head [self ] ;
head [self ] := nil 〉

fi
end .
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Here we use an atomicawait statement as described in (e.g.) [3,5]. Note that, indeed,AwaitEdge
has the postcondition thathead0 6= nil if cntu [self ] holds.

We assume that processes are numbered fromProcess = [0 . .N− 1]. We distribute the
tokens according to the rule that processp gets the tokenst with p∗M ≤ t < (p+ 1) ∗M. It
follows that functionorigin is given byorigin(t) = t div M. Then the initialization is given by

procedure Init2 () =
var t := self ∗M ;
head0 := nil ;
for all (x,y) ∈ edlis1(self) do

next [t] := head0 ;
head0 := t ;
pair [t] := (x,y) ;
t := t +1

od ;
ctok [self ] := t− self ∗M ;
if ctok [self ] = 0 then GcDown () fi

end .

Here the assignments toctok are not threatened by interference withDown, since the tokens
from processq are not yet available to other processes. The use of two lists for every process
enables us to treat the initialization of the processes as a private activity.

3.5 Using mutexes and condition variables

In this section, we implement the atomicity brackets and theawait statement introduced in the
previous section by means of mutexes and condition variables as specified in the POSIX thread
standard, cf. [6,43].

Mutexes serve to implement the atomicity brackets〈 〉. A mutex can be regarded as a record
with a single fieldowner of type Process; m.owner = ⊥ means that the mutex is free. The
commands to lock and unlock a mutexm are given by

lock (m) : 〈 await m.owner =⊥ then m.owner := self 〉 ;
unlock (m) : 〈 await m.owner = self then m.owner := ⊥ 〉 .

The description ofunlock may be slightly surprising: it enforces that only the owner of the lock
is able to unlock it. A thread that tries to unlock a mutex it does not own, has to wait indefinitely.
For every mutexm, we use the initializationm.owner =⊥. The commandslock andunlock are
abbreviations of thepthread_mutex_lock and pthread_mutex_unlock , which are
POSIX primitives.

After this preparation we come back to the synchronization of the program of the previous
section. In order to allow maximal concurrency, we introduce several mutexes and arrays of
mutexes for the protection of specific atomic regions. We introduce a mutexmtok [q] to protect
ctok [q] and a mutexmgc to protectgc . We thus declare
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mtok : array Process of Mutex ;
mgc : Mutex .

The proceduresDown andGcDown become

procedure Down (q : Process) =
var b : Boolean ;
lock (mtok [q]) ;
ctok [q] := ctok [q]−1 ; b := (ctok [q] = 0) ;
unlock (mtok [q]) ;
if b then GcDown () fi

end .

procedure GcDown () =
var b : Boolean ;
lock (mgc) ;
gc := gc −1 ; b := (gc = 0) ;
unlock (mgc) ;
if b then Stop () fi

end .

We use condition variables for the implementation of theawait construct inAwaitEdge. A
variablev of type Condition is the name of a listQ(v) of threads that are waiting for a signal.
We only use the POSIX primitivespthread_cond_wait andpthread_cond_signal ,
abbreviated bywait andsignal. These primitives are expressed by

wait (v,m) :
〈 unlock (m); insert self in Q(v) 〉 ;
lock (m) .

Commandwait consists of two atomic commands: to start waiting and to lock when released.
Note that a thread must own the mutex to executewait.

Commandsignal (v) is equivalent toskip if Q(v) is empty. Otherwise, it releases at least one
thread waiting atQ(v). This is expressed in

signal (v) :
〈 if not isEmpty(Q(v)) then release some threads from Q(v) fi 〉 .

Notice that, when some thread signalsv and thus releases a waiting thread, the latter need not be
able to (immediately) lock the mutex. Some other thread may obtain the mutex first.

Back to the program. We introduce a mutexgate [q] to protecthead [q] andcntu [q] in the
proceduresAwaitEdge, PutEdge, andStop. We introduce a condition variablecv [q] to signal
processq that the condition it may be waiting for has been established. We thus declare

gate : array Process of Mutex ;
cv : array Process of Condition .
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The proceduresPutEdge andStop are translations of their counterparts in Section 3.4 extended
with signals to the possible waiting processes.

procedure PutEdge (q : Process ; x,y : V; t : Token) =
pair [t] := (x,y) ;
lock (gate [q]) ;
next [t] := head [q] ;
head [q] := t ;
signal (cv [q]) ;
unlock (gate [q])

end .

procedure Stop () =
for all q∈ Process do

lock (gate [q]) ;
cntu [q] := false ;
signal (cv [q]) ;
unlock (gate [q])

od
end .

AwaitEdge is implemented in

procedure AwaitEdge () =
if head0 = nil then

lock (gate [self ]) ;
if head [self ] = nil ∧ cntu [self ] then

wait(cv [self ],gate [self ])
fi ;
head0 := head [self ] ;
head [self ] := nil ;
unlock (gate [self ])

fi
end .

Note that, here, at most one process can be waiting at any condition variable. So, there is no
danger that a signal releases more than one thread. On the other hand, since the waiting process
is the only process that can invalidate it, the wait condition need not be tested again.

Remarks. If one removes thelock andunlock in Stop, the program becomes incorrect, since
then a process, sayq, may observe that the guard inAwaitEdge holds true and another process
may falsifycntu [q] and signalcv [q] beforeq starts waiting.

It is also possible to implement theawait construct inAwaitEdge by means of a split binary
semaphore, see e.g. [3].�
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3.6 Harvest

After execution of algorithm A or its shared memory version, the connected components of the
graph are determined by the functionroot . We collect this result in a separate array

root : array V of V .

In view of invariantJ1, a sequential algorithm to do this is

B: for all n∈V do in increasing order
if par [n] = n then

root [n] := n ;
else root [n] := root [par [n]] fi

od .

In this way, the connected components of the graph are characterized by a unique representing
element, the root of thepar tree. Loop B is very efficient, of orderO(#V).

When the graph is very large, distributed harvesting may be indicated. To enable this, we
decide that in harvest time all processes are allowed to inspect arraypar , but inspections and
updates ofroot [n] are only allowed for the owner of noden. We therefore writeV(p) to denote
the set of nodesn∈V with owner(n) = p and we let the processes perform

C: for all n∈V(self) do in increasing order
if par [n] ∈V(self) then

if par [n] = n then root [n] := n
else root [n] := root [par [n]] fi

else
r := par [n] ;
while r 6= par [r] do r := par [r] od ;
root [n] := r

fi
od .

Fragment C has the inefficiency that root paths that leaveV(p) may be traversed repeatedly. We
therefore introduce the following optimization. For each process, we declare a private variable
outList of the type list of nodes with the invariant

J8 : x∈V(p) ∧ par [x] /∈V(p) ⇒ x∈ outList .p .

We takeoutList .p to be empty initially. PredicateJ8 is preserved by program fragment A0. In
order to preserveJ8 during A1 and A2, we now let the assignmentspar [x] := y in A1 and A2
be accompanied by the instruction to addx to the privateoutList .

We now first set all values ofroot to some reserved value⊥ and then determine the roots
of the elements ofoutList .
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D: for all n∈V(self) do root [n] := ⊥ od ;
for all n∈ outList do

r := n ;
while r 6= par [r] do r := par [r] od ;
root [n] := r ;

od .

After this loop, all pointsx∈V(p) with par [x] /∈V(p) have the correct value forroot [x], while
the other pointsx∈V(p) haveroot [x] :=⊥. These remaining points ofV(p) are treated in the
following loop.

E: for all n∈ V(self) do in increasing order
if root [n] =⊥ then

if par [n] = n then root [n] := n
else root [n] := root [par [n]] fi

fi
od .

Here, we use the invariantJ1. Since the points are treated in increasing order, we have the
invariant thatroot[x] has the final value for allx < n. This property is preserved by the body of
loop E because ofJ1. The composition D ; E is our final version of the harvest. This version
is more efficient than version C, since only the root paths of points inoutList are followed
completely.

The list outList can be implemented most easily as a stack with maximal size equal to the
number of boundary points of the setV(p). Every element ofoutList .p is an ancestor of a point
of the boundary ofV(p), with all intermediate points withinV(p). This implies that #outList .p
is bounded by the number of elements of the boundary ofV(p).

3.7 Application to Image Processing

In this section we focus on the application to image processing. We first consider a grey-scale
image represented by a two-dimensional integer-valued arrayim[H,W] (later we will consider
3-dimensional ‘images’ as well), whereH andW are the height and the width of the image,
respectively. The first coordinate (x) denotes the row number (scan line), while the second co-
ordinate (y) denotes the number of the column. Since grey-scale images are discretizations of
real black-and-white photographs there is an implicit underlying grid. We consider the case of
4-connectivity, meaning that pixels (except for boundary pixels) have four neighbours (north,
east, south, west). Two neighbouring pixels that have the same image value, are considered to
be in the same connected component. So, the graph considered has the pixels as nodes, and two
pixels are connected iff they are neighboursandhave the same image value.

Since the graph under consideration is derived from a rectangular grid, we can distribute it
over theN processes by splitting it in equally sized slices. We have decided to distribute the
image on the last coordinate of a pixel. It follows that we split the image in (almost) equally
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sized vertical slices. The test(x,y) ∈ V(p) becomeslwb(p) ≤ y < lwb(p+ 1), wherelwb is
given by

lwb(p) = (p·W) div N .

It follows that the corresponding functionowner satisfies

owner(y) = ((N · (y+1))−1) div W .

The parallel algorithm consists of three phases. In the first phase, algorithm A0 is applied on the
image slices. This is performed in a scan-line fashion, in which for pixel(x,y) only the pixels
(x−1,y) (north) and(x,y−1) (west) need to be inspected.

In the middle phase, algorithm A2 is applied to edges of the graph which cross the boundaries
of the distribution. In view of invariantJ2, the listedlis1(p) must contain the pixel pairs(x,y),
(x,y−1) with y = lwb(p) for which im[x,y] = im[x,y−1]. It follows thatH is an upper-bound
for the length of the edge listsedlis1(p). We can therefore takeM of Section 3.4 to be equal to
H.

Since we deal with images, a very effective optimization can be used to reduce the sizes of
the buffersedlis1(p). Indeed, we need not insert the pair(x,y), (x,y−1) into edlis1(p), if this
list already contains the pair(x−1,y), (x−1,y−1) while alsoim[x,y] = im[x−1,y]. Indeed, if
this is the case, the pair consists of pixels connected already, and we can therefore disregard the
new edge. Experiments have shown that for camera made images this optimization often reduces
the size of the buffers significantly. The optimization is used in the initializationInit2 , while the
remainder of A2 is left unmodified. In the final phase, we use the harvesting routine (D;E) to
compute the output image.

The algorithm is easily adapted to ‘images’ of higher dimensionality. Apart from choos-
ing another distribution, indexing, and the corresponding functionslwb , owner andorigin, no
modifications are necessary. We applied the algorithm to a 3-dimensional CT-scan data set
im[D,H,W], whereD is the number of 2-D image slices (depth) of the data set. We used the
same functionslwb andowner. In this case, the boundM of the sizes of the listsedlis1 is D ·H.

Practical Results.

We applied the shared memory version of the algorithm on a set of seven 2-D test images. We
had the availability of two shared memory architectures, namely a Cray J90 vector computer con-
sisting of 32 processors and 4 Gb shared memory, and a Compaq ES40 with 4 Alpha-processors
and 1 Gb shared memory. The processors of the Cray J90 computer are shared with other users,
and the scheduling of these is done by the operating system, without any control to the user. It
is therefore almost impossible to acquire 32 processors without interference by other users. For
this reason, we decided to do time-measurements up to 16 processors, which turned out to be
reasonably available. Each measurement was performed a hundred times, of which the 25 best
and the 25 worst measurements were discarded. The remaining 50 measurements were averaged.
This way we hope to get a reasonable measurement. On the Compaq ES40, measurements were
performed simply 50 times and averaged immediately, since we were the only user on the sys-
tem. The absolute timings on a single CPU are shown in Table 3.1. Note that the ES40 performs
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256× 256 512× 512 1024× 1024
image S2 S3 S4 S2 S3 S4 S2 S3 S4

empty 1.7 2.0 2.3 1.8 2.3 2.7 1.9 2.6 3.2
vline 1.7 1.8 2.4 1.8 2.2 3.0 1.8 2.5 3.4
hline 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.7 1.9 2.0 1.8 2.4 2.7
comb 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.8 2.2 2.6 1.8 2.5 3.0
squares 1.7 2.0 2.2 1.8 2.3 2.7 1.9 2.6 3.2
music 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.7 2.2 2.4 1.9 2.6 3.2
CT 1.6 1.8 2.0 1.8 2.3 2.8 1.9 2.7 3.3

Table 3.2. Speedups for the test set on the ES40.

256× 256 512× 512 1024× 1024
image S2 S4 S8 S16 S2 S4 S8 S16 S2 S4 S8 S16

empty 1.9 3.5 5.7 6.4 2.0 3.7 7.1 11.0 2.0 3.9 7.8 14.1
vline 2.0 4.0 6.9 9.6 2.0 3.9 7.4 12.2 2.0 4.0 7.7 15.4
hline 1.8 3.3 4.5 3.6 1.9 3.6 6.1 7.6 2.0 3.8 7.3 11.4
comb 1.9 3.4 5.2 5.4 2.0 3.8 7.0 10.9 2.0 4.0 7.8 13.5
squares 2.0 4.0 6.4 6.6 2.0 3.9 7.4 11.4 2.0 4.0 7.9 14.0
music 2.0 3.8 5.9 6.2 1.9 3.8 7.3 10.5 2.0 3.9 7.9 14.1
CT 1.9 2.8 4.4 4.5 2.0 3.6 6.8 10.7 2.0 4.0 7.9 14.7

Table 3.3. Speedups for the test set on the Cray J90.

are performed on the test set for different image sizes. The numberSN is the speedup of the
algorithm running onN processors relative to execution on one processor, defined bySN = T1/TN,
whereTN is the running time onN processors. We clearly see, that the speedup gets better if the
computational task size increases. This is to be expected, since the ratio between computation
and communication gets in favour of the computational side. This effect is especially severe on
the ES40, since its processors are much faster than those of the Cray, while the memory speed
(and thus communication speed) is about the same.

On both machines we see that the imagevline performs best. Again, this is to be expected,
since there is no communication needed at all. The imagehlineon the other hand performs worst,
since here the amount of communication is maximal among the images considered. Even for this
case, however, the speedups are satisfactory. The imageemptygains most from the optimization
mentioned above. For this image, the listsedlis1 initially contain each only a single pair.

For the more realistic imagessquare, musicandCT, we see very nice results. This is of
course the main goal of the algorithm. For large enough images, up to about 8 processors we see
an almost linear speedup. If we add more processors, we see a slight drop in the efficiency as a
result of relative increase of communication with respect to the computational task. However, an
efficiency of generally more than 75% is very satisfactory.

We also applied the 3-D version of the algorithm to a CT data set with sizes 93×256×256.
In Fig. 3.1(c), we see slice 50 of this set. The amount of grey-values was reduced from 256 to
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Figure 3.1. Test images: (a) squares (b) music (c) CT

ES40 CRAY J90
image 256 512 1024 256 512 1024
empty 10 42 172 381 1558 6260
vline 7 30 123 283 1145 4610
hline 6 28 114 287 1163 4801
comb 7 30 123 279 1139 4615
squares 10 42 173 374 1539 6228
music 10 42 172 361 1488 6080
CT 9 42 181 297 1370 5808

Table 3.1. Absolute timings in milliseconds on a single CPU for different images sizes

much better than the Cray. One may realize that the design of the Cray is more than 5 years older
than that of the ES40, and that the Cray is a typical vector processor, which is not of any use in
our algorithm. Besides, the Compaq has a cache memory on each processor of 512 kB, while the
Cray has no cache whatsoever.

The image namedemptyis a trivial image of which all pixels have the same grey-value. The
imagevline is an image for which pixelsim[x,y] = 1 if y is even, andim[x,y] = 0 if y is odd.
The imagehline is the imagevline rotated over 90 degrees. The imagecombis similar to the
imagevline except that the pixels on the last scan-line have grey-value 1, i.e.im[H−1,y] = 1.
Clearly, these images are artificial images. We also used some more realistic images, which are
shown in Fig. 3.1. The first image consists of 50 squares of random sizes, located at random
positions. Each square has a unique grey-value. The second image is a camera-made image of
handwritten music. The third image is slice 50 of a 93× 256× 256 CT-scan of a head. The
number of grey-values is reduced from 256 to 32 to reduce the influence of noise.

For the artificial images, path compression is extremely effective. For the more realistic
images path compression is worthwhile, but is less effective. For these images, it turns out that
the running time of the algorithm is hardly dependent on the content of the image. For most
camera made images, the algorithm runs in approximately the same time.

In Tables 3.2 and 3.3, we see the speedup using more than one processor. The measurements
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ES40 CRAY J90
N SN N SN N SN N SN N SN N SN

2 1.8 2 2.0 5 4.6 8 7.2 11 9.2 14 10.9
3 2.4 3 2.9 6 5.6 9 7.9 12 9.9 15 11.5
4 3.1 4 3.8 7 6.4 10 8.6 13 10.5 16 12.7

Table 3.4. Speedups for the 3-D CT data set.

32 grey-values. In Table 3.4, we present the results for both architectures. The left-hand frame
contains the results on the ES40, withT1 = 3.1 seconds. The right-hand frame contains the
results on the Cray J90, withT1 = 149 seconds. The results show the same tendencies as the
two-dimensional results.

3.8 Conclusion

The computation of the connected components of an image (2-D or 3-D) can effectively be
distributed over a number of processors. The amount of communication needed can only be
determined at runtime, but is for most natural images quite modest. We used a variation of
Tarjan’s connected components algorithm. The communication is based on message passing, but
implemented in shared variables by means of POSIX thread primitives. The experiments show a
speedup that is often almost linear in the number of processors.




